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Section S7: Comparison between two broad analytic approaches
to environmental forensics.

Table S7: Comparison between two broad analytic ap-

proaches to environmental forensics.

Comparison

Metric

Target-based analysis (Peak ratio

analysis between well-known ana-

lytes)

Target-agnostic analysis (Statisti-

cal pattern recognition)

Focus of

compound

analysis

Focuses on individual nuances of well-

known target compounds, which mani-

fest as major peaks in chromatograms.

Focuses primarily on the statistical

properties of the multi-variate chro-

matographic data.

Match crite-

rion

Assign forensic interpretation based

on the relative abundance of target

biomarkers, typically using peak ratio

measurements.

Forensic diagnosis based on large-scale

empirical differentiations between the

data distribution of specimens sampled

from known sources.

Limitations

of interpre-

tation

Ignores the effect of (potentially hun-

dreds of) non-target compounds, which

occur in relatively minor proportions in

the complex mixture

Does not distinguish between target

(big peaks) and non-target compounds

(minor peaks).

Immunity

to reten-

tion time

variability

Relatively immune to retention time

variability of biomarker hydrocarbons,

and robust across different crude oil

specimens analyzed under diverse ex-

perimental conditions.

Vulnerable to retention time shifts

which significantly shift the relative lo-

cations of minor peaks, and hence non-

target compounds.

Contribution

of individual

compounds

to source

matching

Robust identification of target com-

pounds that belong to source finger-

print.

Agnostic of forensic signatures of indi-

vidual compounds.

Need for

training data

Does not necessitate large-scale train-

ing data sets, few reliable source speci-

mens may suffice.

Heavily dependent on training spec-

imen libraries, reliably sampled from

known source(s).

Reliability of

source diag-

nosis

Provides reliable source diagnosis when

the two sources exhibit distinct distri-

butions across the major peaks.

Provides reliable source diagnosis when

sufficient training samples are avail-

able to generate robust source ground

truths.

Usage sce-

nario

Best-suited for direct comparison be-

tween two or more specimens based on

their target compound distribution.

Best suited for comparing samples with

reliable ground truths (e.g. oil sam-

ples from industrial oil reservoirs, trans-

former storage sites vs. pigment manu-

facturing).
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Academic

Impact on

oil-spill

forensics

Essential for scientific understanding of

well-known compounds in environmen-

tal forensics.

Essential for broad statistical distinc-

tion between well-known sources with

reliable ground truths.

Practical

impact on

oil-spill

forensics

Most chemists and EPA standards fol-

low this approach due to higher sci-

entific understanding and reliability of

dominant compounds. Peak ratio anal-

ysis of target chemcials dominate foren-

sic analysis of oil spills in environmental

chemistry.

Most pattern-recognition techniques

applied to oil-spill forensics fall in this

domain, due to available pattern classi-

fication templates based on data statis-

tics when reliable source ground truths

are present.


